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Decentralized strategic deconfliction is a critical function in Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Traffic Management (UTM), that serves as the enabler of safe operations for cooperative traffic. In this paper we explore the implications of different approaches to strategic decentralized trajectory deconfliction in UTM on fairness. First-come, first-served (FCFS) allocation of resources has long-standing acceptance in the aviation community and is applied both tactically and strategically in air traffic management. However, it is unclear what the fairness implications are for a FCFS allocation of access to airspace in a decentralized UTM architecture. In this paper, simulation is used to explore how a FCFS approach to strategic deconfliction in UTM – based on when operators file their flight plans – performs in terms of fairness. Fairness is quantified by comparing average ground delay across operators and by calculating a normalized fairness metric that accounts for operator cost of delay. Two scenario types are simulated: (1) two package delivery operators serving a common region from separate warehouses; and (2) two air taxi operators serving the same network of vertiports. Results are generated for a range of traffic densities and differences in file-ahead time between operators. Results indicate that, for a decentralized FCFS approach to strategic deconfliction based on when operators file their flight plans, there may be a significant imbalance in delays between operators based on how far in advance they are able to file ahead, and on traffic demand levels. To ensure fairness at envisioned traffic densities it may therefore be necessary to constrain how early flight plan requests can be prioritized over later requests – similar in concept to a freeze horizon in TBFM.

I. Introduction

Applications for unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) are diverse, and forecasts suggest that the number of UAS in operation will increase dramatically over the next 20 years. Much of this growth is expected in urban environments, with package delivery operations and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) passenger air taxis under development by a number of companies. Such growth in Urban Air Mobility (UAM) will require new approaches to managing air traffic beyond what is currently available through traditional air traffic control (ATC).

A number of proposals exist for modernizing the traffic management process for UAS under a single framework – referred to in the United States as UAS Traffic Management (UTM). A key property of the NASA model, also adopted by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), is a decentralized, or federated, architecture, in which UAS Service Suppliers (USSs) provide various services to UAS operators, including managing traffic. The U-Space model, developed by the Single European Sky ATM Research Joint Undertaking (SESAR JU), also provides for a partially decentralized architecture. While the NASA UTM model is focused on small UAS operations, the service-oriented architecture may also be a foundational piece of traffic management for UAM operations, and ultimately the future of traditional Air Traffic Management (ATM).
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UTM operations are rapidly advancing in complexity around the world, as technological capabilities move from simulation to real-world operations and as standards begin to take shape. Numerous demonstrations and trial projects around the world have begun to validate the capabilities of UTM providers to manage multiple aircraft. In the United States, several UAS operators have received their Part 135 air carrier certificates, a key regulatory milestone that enables payload-carrying commercial operations. Prior to these advances, many operations took place in a relative vacuum, or under exemptions issued by the competent authorities. Even in operational trials, conflicts and complexity had been carefully controlled to test core capabilities. Now that traffic numbers are increasing and complex operations are becoming a reality, a unique opportunity exists to refine UTM architectures to ensure that the system designs, implementations and operating rules remain fair for all users, rather than benefiting first-movers and the largest operators or USSs.

Fairness and equity are a key principle in ICAO’s UTM Framework, which states that “access to the airspace should remain equitable.” This view on fairness is also supported by the FAA UTM Conops, where UTM must “maintain fair and equitable access to airspace,” and the European U-Space Conops, where UTM must “guarantee equitable and fair access to airspace for all users.”

The current UTM environment lacks a clear and agreed upon set of mechanisms, protocols, or services for resolving competition or conflicts for resources, such as airspace, vertiports, or air traffic services. This has not been an operational problem yet, because the number of operations has not warranted it. But the inability to resolve conflicting requests for resources will soon be an impediment to integration of new entrants. Of particular concern is establishing a UTM environment in which flight operators and other stakeholders view their access to airspace and related resources as fair.

While most industry participants are outwardly collaborative and purport to be “good actors,” history shows that, faced with the competitive pressure of open markets, participants will seek ways to gain an unfair advantage, in some cases unfairly. This can have severe consequences for the ultimate goal of providing access to airspace and enabling a wide variety of future missions.

One key area in which fair allocation of resources is of particular concern is the deconfliction of flight operations. The detection and resolution of potential conflicts between vehicles is central to any traffic management function. However, in a federated architecture, in which deconfliction services are distributed, conflict resolution actions need to be negotiated between USSs instead of prescribed by a centralized authority, as in traditional ATM. This is the model applied in the NASA UTM concept, where conflicts identified by strategic deconfliction services can be resolved by peer-to-peer negotiation. While there is a requirement that known conflicts be resolved prior to departure, the rules governing the negotiation process are currently under development within industry standards groups, and have not yet been validated. Ultimately, the rules that are set to govern deconfliction – which are likely to be different for strategic deconfliction (pre-departure), tactical deconfliction (while airborne), and detect-and-avoid systems – could have important implications for the fair allocation of resources.

In this paper we explore existing approaches to allocate resources in traditional ATM and other domains, and existing work in this area in UTM (Section II). This is followed by a description of objectives to quantify fairness implications of a first-come, first-served allocation of resources in a decentralized UTM architecture in Section III. The experimental approach is described in Section IV, followed by results in Section V and conclusions for future work in Section VI.

II. Background

Fairness in the allocation of resources has been studied extensively by economists and mathematicians across a diverse range of domains. Lessons learned from a diverse set of domains are presented below, including ATM, UTM and non-aviation domains.

Air Traffic Management

In controlled airspace, the air navigation service provider (ANSP) has strict control over the use of public resources, such as airspace and runways. This means that the processes for allocation are centrally controlled by the ANSP, airport authority or civil aviation authority (CAA). This standard is in contrast to proposals for a more federated architecture in UTM. In traditional ATM, control is distributed hierarchically, typically including a flow control or command center level, with regional ATM services below that. In the U.S., these are radar air traffic control facilities and airport control towers.
The manner in which resources are allocated within the hierarchy depends on the planning time horizon, which can be broken down into tactical resource allocation, strategic resource allocation, and long-term airport slot allocation. These are each discussed below.

In the tactical time frame (less than two hours, and often minutes) resources are allocated by ATC in such a way as to maintain safety, with a particular emphasis on maintaining separation between aircraft. Resources such as airspace sectors, jet routes, arrival/departure routes, and airport runways are generally awarded on a first-come, first-served (FCFS) basis. This applies to ATC, where use of resources is decided by controllers, and tactical traffic flow management using tools such as the FAA’s Time-Based Flow Management (TBFM) or EUROCONTROL’s Enhanced Tactical Flow Management System (ETFMS). TBFM allocates arrival times at a network of metering points in order to maintain appropriate aircraft spacing given operating conditions. Allocated times are frozen after flights cross specified freeze horizons, allowing controllers to use speed control and vectoring to ensure aircraft meet these times. This type of demand management has particular applicability to UTM but would need to be adapted if a more federated architecture is adopted for UTM, with service providers self-separating their vehicles from other vehicles. Self-separation in ATM has been studied at length by NASA in the development of the Autonomous Operations Planner, a flight-deck based suite of algorithms that detects and resolves conflicts with other aircraft while meeting route constraints.

Similar to TBFM, ETFMS arranges the flow of traffic through a regulated sector with the aim of maintaining the order of the flights. The resulting delays are allocated to the flights by delaying their departure times. In much the same way, TBFBM allows local departures to an airport to be scheduled into an overhead stream of airborne arrival traffic to a given destination by delaying their departure time. Recent NASA work on improving the fairness of how this is done may provide a useful model for pre-departure deconfliction in UTM for air taxi operations and pre-scheduled package deliveries.

FCFS in tactical allocation has long-standing acceptance in the aviation community, and generally makes sense for situations in which there may potentially be a physical queue for services. Different definitions of what constitutes “first-come” are likely to have very different implications for fairness, e.g., depending on whether “first-come” is defined by filing, pushing back, taking off, crossing a specified boundary, arriving, etc. Fairness issues associated with the timing of resource allocation are of particular relevance to UTM more broadly because of the proposed federated architecture. An approach similar to the freeze horizon used in TBFM may provide a solution, limiting how early resources can be requested, as suggested by Ref. 5 in the definition of a required time to act (RTTA), beyond which UTM flight plans are frozen.

In the strategic time frame – considered hours in advance of operation for traditional ATM – airspace and airport resources are allocated by air traffic flow management (ATFM). Resources are allocated in order to manage demand levels at those resources in such a way as to enable efficient separation management at the tactical level by controllers or tactical traffic management tools. Separation is not managed strategically because of the high uncertainties in conditions in the strategic time frame. In UTM, most operations will occur in the tactical time frame for traditional ATM, meaning that separation management may be possible pre-departure, with potentially reduced need for demand management. This will have to be confirmed for different operation types.

Both in the U.S. and in Europe there is heavy reliance on using scheduled times of operation as the basis for a claim to resources strategically. In structured ATFM programs, the basic paradigm is to create a virtual queue of airport or airspace “slots.” In the U.S., allocation is based on the ration-by-schedule (RBS) algorithm with earlier slots allocated to flights that were scheduled earlier. While most UTM operations will not be scheduled, a virtual queue based on some rationing scheme will likely have relevance to many types of operations.

RBS processes three nested queues of flights: scheduled flights; exempt flights; and flights that have received a prior allocation. In UTM, exemptions may be a mechanism to accommodate high-priority operations, such as public safety or emergency operations. In RBS, ties between exempt flights are broken by estimated time of arrival. In UTM, other criteria may be more appropriate.

RBS is executed in batch mode, and therefore also accounts for flights that have already received slots under a prior execution of RBS. This allows RBS to honor its prior allocations, rather than unfairly revoke previously awarded resources. This has similarities to the freezing of metering times by TBFM, which prevents changing resource allocation beyond a specified time. This could also be relevant to UTM, preventing the need for replanning close to departure.

In the U.S. ATFM system, RBS is supplemented by a dynamic compression algorithm that moves flights up in the arrival hierarchy to fill slots vacated by canceled flights, making more efficient use of arrival resources. Compression gives as much compensation as possible to the operator vacating the slot. Similar algorithms may be needed to
accommodate canceled flights in UTM, which may be more common because of the on-demand nature of many UTM operations.

ATFM allocation practices and procedures have been heavily shaped in the U.S. by the joint FAA-industry venture known as Collaborative Decision Making (CDM),\(^{18}\) which led to the creation of incentives for operators to submit timely and accurate information. Prior to CDM, airport arrival slot allocation was performed based purely on estimated time of arrival, which led operators to stop disclosing flight delays and cancellations to the FAA. CDM allowed operators to retain slots for canceled or delayed flights and use them for other operations. Similar mechanisms may be necessary in UTM to ensure truthful behavior.

Europe has taken a more authoritative stance on ATFM than the U.S. because of differences in the predictability of capacity constraints (impacted primarily by the lower incidence of convective weather). Airspace and airport allocation are applied days to weeks in advance and allow little or no overscheduling. Airport and airspace resources are allocated on a more proactive, continual basis than in the U.S., using a heuristic version of a large-scale optimization algorithm, in contrast to the as-needed batching approach used in the U.S. Such optimizations may be appropriate for a more centralized approach to UTM, or within single service providers in more federated architectures. In Europe, notification of assigned slots is not sent until 3 hours prior to expected gate pushback time.

In the U.S. and Europe, airport authorities, facilitated by trade bodies, impose long-term (i.e., months or years in advance) airport slot allocation on chronically congested airports. The processes rely heavily on slots that have been allocated historically, meaning preference is given to carriers that have operated for a qualifying duration. The allocation process takes place over an extended period of time, in which interactions and reviews take place with flight operators. Slots may be transferred or swapped between airlines or used as part of a shared operation. Slots may only be transferred to another airline that is serving or planning to serve the same airport.

The process is highly centralized and well established but contains significant subjective review and determinations by the coordinator. Efficient use of the resource is achieved simply by allocating all of the slots. The allocation of slots is based on a prioritization rule, heavily skewed toward incumbent operators and those operating a published schedule. This process necessarily assumes a lengthy petitioning, grievance, and allocation process (several months). To prevent awarded airport slots from going unused, utilization minima are set. Another key feature of the airport slot allocation process is that it guards against speculation, whereby slots are acquired merely to sell or manipulate pricing.

This type of highly procedural process will not work on the smaller time scales of real-time UTM (minutes or hours), nor is it clear what percent of operations at vertiports will be scheduled in advance. However, it has been proposed that some resources — even airspace blocks — could be allocated in advance by auction, without specifics of exactly how they will be used (Skorup, 2018).\(^{19}\) However, because access to the airspace is based entirely on the criteria for winning the auction, and only one operator gains that right to the exclusion of all other operators, it would be very difficult to ensure fair access to resources for all users in such a scheme.

Non-Aviation Domains

Fairness in the allocation of resources has also been considered across a wide range of domains outside aviation, such as:

- Non-discriminatory train dispatching in the rail transport market;\(^{20}\)
- Wireless networks, where radio spectrum is allocated in real time;\(^{21,22}\)
- Automated trial decisions, where bias must be avoided in judicial decision making;\(^{23}\)
- Free museum ticket allocation, which allocates free timed-entry passes at high-demand times;
- Legislative seat assignments in the U.S. Congress;
- Estate inheritance;
- Supplying organs to transplant patients, which uses a points-based schema, based on weighting a number of different factors;\(^{24}\)
- Army discharges at the end of WWII, which also used a points-based schema.\(^{24}\)

There are several valuable lessons to learn from approaches to resource allocation in these various fields. One lesson learned is that a structured, points-based schema (first rights go to the claimant with the most points accumulated) can be an effective way to prioritize for services. This is usually more palatable than relative ranking (claimant A always has priority over claimant B). Prioritization in the cellular services industry has demonstrated that structured procedures can perform rapidly and are capable of balancing efficiency with fairness, although these
procedures may not translate well to UTM. Information packets are mostly uniform, and the consequences of dropping or rerouting them are less severe. Statistical inference techniques (machine learning) can be applied to track performance over long periods of time and correct for bias.

Another lesson learned is that market-based mechanisms can be an effective way to alleviate all or most of the need for centralized allocation, although some regulation is often still required. Market-based mechanisms are desirable because they are often the best way to ensure that each stakeholder’s welfare is represented and maximized to the extent possible. Market-based solutions do, however, optimize efficiency rather than fairness, so have to be designed with fairness in mind. Auctions are a common way to implement market-based mechanisms. Recent technologies, such as online bidding by advertisers wanting to post ads to online viewers, has shown that electronic auctions can be conducted at high speed without the need for human intervention. Before applying this to a UTM environment, however, one would have to consider the technological sophistication required of all users. Congestion pricing is a common alternative to auctions, but it suffers from the defect that there is usually no basis for setting the appropriate prices.

Perhaps the most important lesson learned is that air transportation is orders of magnitude more complex than the commonly cited resource allocation situations outside aviation. Air transportation has technical, stochastic, political, legal, dynamic, and safety aspects that must be considered. Moreover, resource allocation techniques necessarily vary by the nature of the resources and the claimants. For both these reasons, allocation paradigms ported over from other domains may require significant modification.

**Unmanned Traffic Management**

While the topic of fairness has not been explored in depth within the UTM ecosystem, a number of works have examined emergent behavior of unmanned traffic in complex and highly utilized airspace. These works, however, do not consider varying operator behavior that could lead to questions of fair airspace usage, particularly in the context of multiple interacting operations and deconfliction. A number of systems have been proposed and evaluated that rely on a centralized entity to coordinate unmanned traffic or on a well-defined airspace structure that organizes unmanned traffic with similar operational objectives. While these approaches consider operations at scale, they do not examine how multiple decision makers with unique operational preferences could coexist.

The digitized and autonomous nature of UTM make it a good candidate for application of methodologies that have been proposed for ATM, but have not found their way to implementation, like automated, negotiation based conflict resolution. Other methods developed for agent-based automated resource allocation and negotiation are potential candidates for implementation in UTM. However, a number of challenges exist in applying these methods to the aviation domain, where the safety-critical requirements and the complex distributed nature of the system can make these methods impractical in implementation. Questions about fair airspace access arise as well, but little work has been done in analyzing these questions quantitatively.

Overall, an analysis gap exists for autonomous coordination and negotiation in UTM, which this work aims to fill through quantitative examination of fairness in the ecosystem. Approaches for fair resource allocation in ATM, which are based on FCFS allocation, could be appropriate to UTM, but may require modification to ensure fairness in the more federated architecture proposed for UTM. Lessons can also be learned from resource allocation in other domains, but because these systems are generally orders of magnitude less complex than ATM, significant modification may be required. This paper therefore seeks to explore the fairness implications of a FCFS allocation in UTM through simulation.

### III. Objectives

As described in Section II, FCFS is a widely accepted approach to resource allocation in ATM, both tactically and strategically. It is also an approach that can be applied in the more federated architectures proposed for UTM. The objectives of this paper are therefore as follows:

1. Explore the fairness implications of applying a sample FCFS algorithm to the allocation of airspace access in UTM by estimating metrics describing fairness for sample UTM traffic scenarios; and
2. Identify key considerations that must be dealt with to ensure fair allocation by FCFS algorithms in UTM.

### IV. Experimental Setup

Simulation is used to estimate metrics describing fairness across operators for two sample UTM traffic scenarios. The allocation algorithm is described below, followed by a description of the scenarios simulated and the experimental
design matrix. This is followed by a description of the metrics used to describe fairness, and the simulation environment in which the experiments are completed.

**Allocation Algorithm**

The sample FCFS allocation considered in this paper is for strategic deconfliction of flight plans (i.e., pre-departure), and is based on when the operator filed the flight plan. These scenarios therefore assume a simple first-requested, first-served (FRFS) allocation method. Under this scheme, flight plans filed first – regardless of their requested departure times – have priority over flight plans filed later. In the case of conflict, there is assumed to be no direct USS-to-USS negotiation: the operator who files first always takes priority, and retains their flight plan, while the later-filing operator must adjust their flight plan to deconflict.

We hypothesize that in this type of scenario, operators will try to minimize costs associated with deconflicting with higher priority flights by filing as far in advance of departure time as possible, increasing their odds of a direct route. In real operations, how far each operator is able to file in advance will be limited by factors specific to that operator.

**Scenarios Simulated**

Two sample UTM traffic scenarios are considered:

1. A package delivery scenario with two operators serving overlapping regions, and
2. An air taxi scenario with two operators serving a network of vertiports.

In the package delivery scenario, flights for two operators are simulated serving an overlapping region from separate warehouses, as shown in Figure 1a. Because both operators serve the same region, there is significant interaction between flights from different operators. This requires that all flights be checked for conflicts with the other operators’ flights, and any conflicts be resolved. All flights originate at the operator’s warehouse, while the delivery sites (flight destinations) are randomly distributed across the specified region according to a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation forming a circle with radius of 6km. For simplicity, only the outbound flight segments, from the warehouse to the delivery site, are simulated in both variations. The return segment is not simulated. Other simulation parameter values are presented in Table 1.

A single-operator package delivery case is also simulated in which one operator serves a region surrounding its warehouse, as shown in Figure 1b. Because there is only one operator, there is no need for the operator to deconflict with flights from other operators, although there is still a need to deconflict with its own flights. In this case the operator is therefore operating without any impact from other operators.

In the air taxi scenario, flights for two operators are simulated serving a network of seven vertiports, located at the vertices and center of a hexagon (with vertices located 16km from the center), as shown in Figure 2a. Both operators serve the same network of vertiports, and also share the vertiports themselves, so there is significant interaction between flights from different operators. This requires that all flights be checked for conflicts with the other operators’ flights, and any conflicts be resolved. Other simulation parameter values are presented in Table 1.

A single-operator air taxi case is also simulated in which one operator serves the entire network, as shown in Figure 2b. Because there is only one operator, there is no need for the operator to deconflict with flights from other operators.

![Figure 1. Notional package delivery example with (a) two operators (blue, black) delivering from separate warehouses (blue and black dots) 12km apart, to serve demand in a common region (defined by dashed lines); and (b) a single operator serving a region surrounding its warehouse. In both cases the delivery regions are defined by Gaussian distributions with standard deviation forming a circle of radius 6 km.](image-url)
although there is still a need to deconflict with its own flights. In this case the operator is therefore operating without any impact from other operators.

In both the package delivery and air taxi scenarios demand is generated randomly for each source, based on a Poisson distribution with specified average rate per hour shown in Table 1. In the package delivery scenario, there are two sources – one at each operator’s warehouse. In the air taxi scenario, there are seven sources, located at each vertiport. A range of demand rates are simulated in each case representing low, medium and high traffic demand, shown in Table 1. Simulation durations vary from 6 hours to 120 hours (in simulation time), depending on the demand rates simulated. These values are sufficiently long to ensure steady state conditions. Flights for the first 30 minutes of each simulation are discarded so as to prevent skewing the results by the demand ramp up period.

In all scenarios simulated in this paper, conflicts are identified by comparing full 4-dimensional trajectories (4-DTs). The NASA UTM concept specifies flight intent using flight volumes, which could extend well outside the flight’s planned 4DT. However, deconfliction of 4DTs makes the most efficient use of the airspace, and is therefore most conservative in terms of delay allocation. For this reason, flight plan intent for all scenarios simulated in this paper is specified in the form of a 4DT. Flights are deconflicted by adjusting the departure time only. No changes are made to the flight plan routing. While such an approach is not always the most efficient, it simplifies the analysis as all delay is incurred on the ground, pre-departure, with flight times remaining unchanged relative the requested flight plans. This solution to deconfliction can cause very high delays for flights in conflict operating in opposite direction between two points. For this reason, we also introduce procedural separation between flights in the air taxi scenarios, with flight altitude based on flight direction: flights operating on routes with a northbound heading cruise at an altitude of 500m, while flights operating on routes with a southbound heading cruise at an altitude of 800m. Conflicts during approach and descent to/from these altitudes are still addressed.

In the baseline simulations for the cases in which operators are competing for resources (shown in Figure 1a and Figure 2a), both operators are assumed to request service by filing their flight plans at the time when they plan to depart. This is therefore truly on-demand service. In order to explore the impact of file-ahead time on fairness and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Simulation parameter values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of operators</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2; 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Origin type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of origins</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Destination type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of destinations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average source demand per operator</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source demand distribution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cruise speed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cruise altitude</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Separation requirement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>File-ahead time: Operator 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>File-ahead time: Operator 2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Notional air taxi example for a network of 7 vertiports served by (a) two operators (blue, black) and (b) a single operator. In both cases the center vertiport is located equidistant from the other six vertiports at a distance of 16km.
other metrics, other file-ahead scenarios are simulated (listed in Table 1), in which one operator is simulated filing all flight plans a fixed time before planned departure time, while the other operator still files at their planned departure times. The operator that files ahead gains an advantage by filing early, because of the FRFS prioritization based on when flight plans are filed. In reality, different types of operations would have different flexibility in when they could file.

An experimental design matrix for the simulations carried out for this paper is shown in Table 2. Simulation durations are also shown in this table for completeness.

**Metrics for Fairness**

Many metrics proposed to quantify fairness are based on concrete notions of claims and entitlement associated with resources. However, because neither the resources nor the claims to them have been clearly established in UTM, a different approach is required which measures the degree to which different participants have been denied free access to the airspace. For example, for traditional ATM, Ref. 33 and 34 propose a metric for whether aircraft are receiving even treatment of ATC separation services which is strongly tied to delay costs. The distribution of costs across operators can then be evaluated to quantify fairness. Costs accounting for operator utility can be considered if such data is available, or they can be represented by metrics for each operator that are known to the system.

For this paper, we quantify fairness by comparing the distribution of costs across operators using the normalized fairness metric in Equation 1.\(^3\)\(^4\) Operator cost is defined as a function of average ground delay in Equation 2.

Equation 1 defines the normalized fairness metric \(E\) as the ratio between the geometric and arithmetic mean of operator costs \(P_i\) across operators \(i\).

\[
E = \frac{\left(\prod_{i=1}^{n} P_{i+\varepsilon}\right)^{1/n}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} P_{i+\varepsilon}} \cdot n
\]  

\(P_i\) is defined by a penalty function that quantifies the cost of delay to the operator in Equation 2. \(n\) represents the number of operators, and \(\varepsilon\) is a small, strictly positive number used to ensure that when the average ground delay is zero for one operator of the set of \(n\) operators, the normalized fairness metric \(E\) does not result in zero. The normalized fairness metric \(E\) has a value between 0 (unfair) and 1 (fair).

The cost of delay to operators is unlikely to be linear with average ground delay \(D_i\). Operators are likely to be indifferent to very low delays, but intolerant to very high delays. We therefore define a piecewise penalty function based on two delay thresholds, \(D_{\text{indifferent}}\) and \(D_{\text{intolerable}}\), as follows:

\[
P_i(D_i) = \begin{cases} 
\sqrt{D_i} & D_i < D_{\text{indifferent}} \\
D_i + \alpha & D_{\text{indifferent}} \leq D_i \leq D_{\text{intolerable}} \\
D_i^2 + \beta & D_i > D_{\text{intolerable}} 
\end{cases}
\]  

The exact functions and threshold values used in the piecewise penalty function are likely to be highly dependent on the operator. For this paper, we use the functions shown in Equation 2, and thresholds of 1 minute and 5 minutes for \(D_{\text{indifferent}}\) and \(D_{\text{intolerable}}\), respectively. Both values are applied to both operators in both the package delivery and air taxi scenarios. \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are defined to ensure that the piecewise function is continuous at \(D_{\text{indifferent}}\) and \(D_{\text{intolerable}}\), as follows:

\[
\alpha = \sqrt{D_{\text{intolerable}}} - D_{\text{indifferent}}
\]  

\[
\beta = D_{\text{intolerable}} + \sqrt{D_{\text{indifferent}}^2 - D_{\text{indifferent}}^2 - D_{\text{intolerable}}}
\]  

Other values and functions could be applied to tailor the fairness metric to a particular application or operator preference.

**Simulation Capability**

A high-fidelity airspace simulator is used to model traffic in each scenario. In the simulation, flight requests are generated using a stochastic demand generation process, which specifies the requested departure time based on the file-ahead time for the scenario being run. The requests are passed on to a planner which calculates the ground delay required to deconflict the flight plan with all other flight plans already requested. To model the vehicles in the simulation, we use a simple point-particle dynamic model with a hybrid proportional-integral-derivative (PID) and
logic control for guidance. While the simulated vehicles have on board sensing and conflict resolution capabilities, we do not consider them in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation No.</th>
<th>Operation Type</th>
<th>Number of Operators</th>
<th>Hourly Demand Rate [ac/hr]</th>
<th>Simulation Time [hours]</th>
<th>File-ahead time Operator 1 [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Package delivery</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Air taxi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In all cases, individual trajectories are optimized to maximize a cost function as described in Ref. 35. In this paper, the trajectory optimization does not consider other traffic – flights are deconflicted strategically through departure time only using a scheduling service.

Given a requested plan and all the previously approved flight-plans, the scheduling service finds potential conflicts with the requested plan and uses a linear programming optimization to compute the minimum ground delay for the request such that it does not conflict with previously approved plans. Note that even though a previously approved plan may have a departure time in the future, the optimization does not discard it since this flight could potentially conflict with the requested flight if the requested plan is sufficiently delayed. This is important to consider especially for scenarios with high traffic demand, where flights may be significantly delayed before potential conflicts get resolved.

V. Simulation Results

Simulation results are presented below for the two operation types simulated:

1. A package delivery scenario with two operators serving overlapping regions, and
2. An air taxi scenario with two operators serving a network of vertiports.

Simulating Package Delivery Operations

Figure 3 shows the results from the package delivery simulations. Comparing across subplots (a) to (d), the average ground delay for the single operator baseline (black dashed lines in Figure 3) increases with increasing demand, as expected – from under 1 second for demand of 25 requests/hr per operator (Figure 3a) to approximately 6 minutes for demand of 250 requests/hr per operator (Figure 3d). Note that the scale of the vertical axis varies significantly across subplots. Figure 3 also shows the average simulated ground delay for two operators (the blue and red lines), with one operator (operator 1) filing ahead by between 0 and 30 minutes (1,800 seconds), across the same range of demand levels. Error bands showing one standard deviation of simulated ground delay are also shown.

With both operators filing at the desired departure time (0 file-ahead time), the average simulated ground delays are significantly higher than for the single operator at all demand levels – because of the doubling of traffic caused by the additional operator. In all cases, both operators experience similar delays, only varying because of the stochastic nature of the demand. As the file-ahead time for operator 1 increases, its average ground delay decreases (red dashed line in Figure 3), while the average ground delay of operator 2, that still files at the desired departure time, increases (blue solid line in Figure 3). The ability of operator 1 to file-ahead therefore has a clear impact not only on its own average delay, but also on that of its competitor. The effect is similar across all demand levels, although there are differences in the rates at which the average delays change, and, more significantly, on the magnitude of the delay.

As the file-ahead time of operator 1 increases, its average ground delay approaches that of the single-operator baseline at all demand levels. However, the file-ahead time at which the operator 1 delay approximates the single-operator delay varies, from 450 seconds (7.5 minutes) at demand of 25 requests/hr, to approximately 900 seconds (15 minutes) at demand of 100 requests/hr. This indicates that at these file-ahead times, operator 1 operates almost as if it were the only operator in the airspace. At 250 requests/hr, operator 1 delay never approximates the single operator delay, even at the highest file-ahead time simulated of 1,800 seconds (30 minutes). This suggests that higher file-ahead times would be needed for operator 1 to operate as if it were the only operator in the airspace.

The rate at which the average ground delay of operator 2 increases slows with increasing operator 1 file-ahead time, ultimately plateauing to a maximum value for demand rates of 25 requests/hr and 50 requests/hr (Figure 3a and b). Higher file-ahead times appear to be necessary to reach such a maximum value for the demand rates of 100 requests/hr and 250 requests/hr (Figure 3c and d).

The key difference between the subplots in Figure 3 is the magnitude of the simulated delays. At low demand levels of 25 requests/hr (Figure 3a), average ground delays and the difference between operator 1 and 2’s delay never exceeds 9s. At high demand levels of 250 requests/hr (Figure 3d), however, the average ground delay for operator 2 exceeds 1 hour 45 minutes when operator 1 files ahead by 30 minutes while operator 1’s average ground delay is just over 30 minutes. Fairness is far more likely to be considered an issue when the magnitude of the delays, and delay difference between operators, is high. This effect is captured by the normalized fairness metric, shown in Figure 4.

As expected, Figure 4 shows a normalized fairness metric of 1.0 at all demand levels when the operator 1 file-ahead time is 0 seconds, since no operator gains any advantage by filing early. As the operator 1 file-ahead time increases, the normalized fairness metric decreases. For demand values of 50 requests/hr and 100 requests/hr, this decrease in fairness is small – under 15%, even for an operator 1 file-ahead time of 30 minutes. This is because the
The magnitude of the average ground delay for operator 2 is small – under 2 minutes – even if it is still significantly larger than the average ground delay of operator 1. This is no longer the case when demand increases to 250 requests/hr, with operator 2’s average ground delay increasing to over 1 hour 45 minutes when operator 1 files-ahead by 30 minutes. This results in a lower normalized fairness metric of under 0.6 as the high delay of operator 2 is penalized by the penalty function from Equation 2. The normalized fairness metric at this high demand level only reduces significantly at the higher operator 1 file-ahead times – above 250 seconds.

The normalized fairness metric at very low demand (25 requests/hr) also decreases significantly with increasing operator 1 file-ahead time – by up to 30% when operator 1 files-ahead by more than 250 seconds – despite the very low magnitude of delay in the order of seconds at 25 requests/hr. The reason for this is the very low delay for operator 1 at these demand levels, which is close to zero at the higher file-ahead times. This reduces the numerator of Equation 1, resulting in the low normalized fairness metric despite the square root in the penalty function (Equation 2). Other penalty functions could be identified to mitigate this effect.

It is noted that the normalized fairness metric is fairly sensitive to the penalty function chosen, impacting particularly this latter effect of low fairness values at low demand levels. Using a linear penalty function equal to delay, the normalized fairness metric with a 30-minute file-ahead time is between 0.35 (at 25 requests per hour) and 0.85 (250 requests per hour).

Figure 3. Simulated average ground delay for two package delivery operators, under varying operator 1 file-ahead times, for demand per operator of (a) 25 requests/hr; (b) 50 requests/hr; (c) 100 requests/hr; (d) 250 requests/hr. In all cases, the file-head time for operator 2 is 0 seconds. Simulated ground delays for a single operator baseline are also shown (black dashed lines) for reference. Note that that scales on the vertical axis vary.
Simulating Air Taxi Operations

Figure 5 shows the results from the air taxi simulations. The average ground delay for the single operator baseline (black dashed lines in Figure 5) again increases with demand, as expected, from under 1 second for demand of 25 requests/hr (Figure 5a) to 43 seconds for demand of 250 requests/hr (Figure 5d).

With both operators filing at the desired departure time (0 file ahead time), the average simulated ground delays are again significantly higher than for the single operator at all demand levels – because of the doubling of traffic caused by the additional operator. As the file-ahead time for operator 1 increases, its average ground delay decreases, while the average ground delay of operator 2, that still files at the desired departure time, increases. The ability of operator 1 to file-ahead therefore also has a clear impact not only on its own average delay, but also on that of its competitor, like in the package delivery scenarios. The effect is again similar across all demand levels, although there are differences in the rates at which the average delays change and the magnitude of the delay.

As the file-ahead time of operator 1 increases, its average ground delay approaches that of the single-operator baseline at all demand levels. The rate at which the average ground delay of operator 2 increases also slow, plateauing to a maximum value for demand rates of 100 requests/hr and below. Higher file-ahead times appear to be necessary to reach such a maximum value for the demand rate of 250 requests/hr (Figure 5d).

As for the package delivery scenarios, the key difference between the subplots in Figure 5 is the magnitude of the simulated delays. At low demand levels of 25 requests/hr (Figure 5a), average ground delays and the difference between operator 1 and 2’s delay never exceed 7s. At high demand levels of 250 requests/hr (Figure 5d), however, the average ground delay for operator 2 exceeds 20 minutes when operator 1 files ahead by 30 minutes while operator 1’s average ground delay is approximately 1 minute.

The magnitude of average ground delay simulated in the package delivery scenarios (Figure 3) is consistently higher than in the air taxi scenarios (Figure 5), and particularly at 250 requests/hr per operator, when the maximum package delivery delay of over 2 hours compares to the maximum air taxi delay of 27 minutes. The reason for this is thought to be that the terminal airspace capacity around a single warehouse in the package delivery scenarios is significantly smaller than in the 7 vertiport network for the air taxi scenarios, leading to significantly higher delays when similar separation requirements are enforced. A modified terminal area separation policy to allow higher volumes of operations from a single package delivery warehouse could mitigate these high delays.

Figure 6 shows the normalized fairness metrics for the air taxi scenarios. As the operator 1 file-ahead time increases, the normalized fairness metric decreases. For demand values of 50 requests/hr and 100 requests/hr, this decrease in fairness is small – up to 8%, even for an operator 1 file-ahead time of 30 minutes. This is because the magnitude of the average ground delay for operator 2 is small – under 1 minute – even if it is still significantly larger...
than the average ground delay of operator 1. This is no longer the case when demand increases to 250 requests/hr, with operator 2’s average ground delay increasing to over 20 minutes when operator 1 files-ahead by 30 minutes. This results in a very low normalized fairness metric of under 0.2 – significantly lower than any of the normalized fairness metrics for the package delivery scenarios (Figure 4). Like the package delivery scenarios though, the normalized fairness metric only reduces significantly above 250 seconds.

The normalized fairness metric at very low demand (25 requests/hr) also decreases with increasing operator 1 file-ahead time – by up to 35% when operator 1 files-ahead by 30 minutes. While not as extreme as for high demand, it is more extreme than for demand levels of 50 and 100 requests/hr, despite the very low magnitude of delay at 25 requests/hr. Like for the package delivery scenarios, the reason for this is the very low delay for operator 1 at these demand levels, which is essentially zero at the higher file-ahead times.

VI. Conclusions

This paper explores the implications of different approaches to strategic decentralized trajectory deconfliction in UTM on fairness. Lessons learned from approaches to allocate resources in traditional ATM and other domains are highlighted. Points- and market-based schema have proven to be effective in other domains, but these domains are generally significantly less complex than ATM. FCFS allocation of resources has long-standing acceptance in the aviation community. It is applied tactically by air traffic controllers and tactical traffic flow management tools such as the FAA’s TBFM or EUROCONTROL’s ETFMS, and strategically by ATFM in the form of virtual queues of
airport or airspace ‘slots’ allocated according to scheduled times of operation. However, it is unclear what the fairness implications are for a FCFS allocation of access to airspace in UTM.

In this paper, simulation is used to provide quantitative examples to explore how a FCFS approach to strategic deconfliction – based on when operators file their flight plans – performs in terms of fairness, quantified by comparing average ground delay across operators and by calculating a normalized fairness metric that accounts for operator cost of delay. Two scenario types are simulated: two package delivery operators serving a common region from separate warehouses; and two air taxi operators serving the same network of 7 vertiports.

For the simulated scenarios, results suggest that if a package delivery operator is able to file ahead by as much as 30 minutes under high demand conditions (250 requests/hr per operator), the average ground delay incurred due to strategic deconfliction, based on a FRFS allocation between two operators, could be 70% lower than for an operator that was not able to file ahead. The average ground delay of that latter operator could be as high as 1 hour 45 minutes. For air taxi services between shared vertiports under similar file-ahead and demand conditions, average ground delay for the operator filing early could be 95% lower than for the operator that is not able to file ahead, while the average ground delay of that latter operator could be as high as 20 minutes. These results are, however, highly sensitive to the demand levels simulated. A comparison of a normalized fairness metric across the different scenarios shows that, for the scenarios simulated, it is primarily at the high demand levels and file-ahead times greater than 250 seconds that fairness becomes a critical issue. These results highlight that there could be significant inequity if the file-ahead time is not constrained in a FRFS allocation, but primarily at high demand levels.

Such a constraint on file-ahead time could be applied in a similar way to the freeze horizon in TBFM, or as described in Ref. 5 in the form of a Required-Time-To-Act (RTTA). This is a time before flight operation after which it becomes difficult to change the requested flight plan. Under this concept, all flights would be considered to have equal priority before their RTTAs, with the exception of specific high priority operations (e.g., emergency services). Any conflict resolution prior to the RTTA would not be governed by FCFS or FRFS rules. After the RTTA, however, previously filed flight plans would take priority over later filed flight plans – effectively being ‘frozen’. These frozen flight plans would be protected from any further change in all but the most extreme situations.\(^5\) Ramifications of this approach, however, would have to be studied carefully.

The simulation results presented in this paper represent the most extreme imbalance in departures delays possibly under different RTTA values for the simulated scenarios. With the file-ahead time of operator 1 defining the RTTA, all of operator 1’s flight plans are ‘frozen’ at their RTTAs, while operator 2 only files its flight plans at its desired departure times. Using the normalized fairness metric described in Equation 1, and a value for this metric that is considered acceptable, the results presented in this paper suggest that RTTA values can be identified for different
types of operations. For both the package delivery and air taxi scenarios simulated, an RTTA of 250 seconds would provide normalized fairness metrics of at worst 0.95. These results are however, sensitive to the penalty function used to define the normalized fairness metric, described in Equation 2.

Future work will explore how the quantitative results outlined in this paper can be tied to a theoretical foundation. This will allow the work presented here to be both more generalizable, and to provide guarantees on the expectations of certain outcomes in the UTM design space relating to fairness. In particular, a proof or lack thereof of Pareto Optimality for protocols in decentralized strategic deconfliction would be an important part of understanding and designing systems governing the future of UTM. Many other approaches also exist for the allocation of resources in UTM that do not rely on FCFS, including not requiring the resolution of conflicts strategically, or optimizing the allocation of delay strategically across all operators by a centralized deconfliction service. The analysis that explores the fairness and efficiency implications of these approaches is left for future work.
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